Enhancing student interest in a diverse student population can lead to better student performance

Welcome to Finance Fundamentals

Practice Questions and Tutorials
Videos
- Topic 1: Time Value of Money
- Topic 2: Bonds and Stocks Valuation
- Topic 3: Net Present Value
- Topic 4: Risk and Return

Student Experience Survey
- How challenging was it in comparison to your other COMM courses this semester?
- What motivated you to watch the TLEF Optional Resources Videos?
- Please select the video components that influenced you to watch the videos the most?
- If you found the TLEF Optional Resources Videos different from other learning videos available on the Internet (e.g., Khan Academy, Crash Course on YouTube), in what ways were they different?

Project Team
- Darren Degraaf (Faculty, Project PI)
- Caren Lombard (Faculty, Academic Support)
- Sunah Cho (Faculty Liaison, Project Manager)
- Maddie Zapach (Student, Co-Project Leader)
- Arkie Liu (Student, Co-Project Leader)
- Tracy Wong (Student, Web Developer, Tech Lead)
- Alair Ang (Student, Film Lead, Admin)
- Andrea Ngai (Student, Script Editor, Video Editing Lead)
- Rachel White (Student, Script Lead, Film Lead, Animations)
- Jon Kim (Student, Admin)
- Ethan Zapach (Student, Film Lead)
- Janice Lan (Student, Practice Problem Creator)
- Sonya Kang (Student, Practice Problem Creator)
- Trinh Nguyen (Graduate Student, SoTL Specialist, CTLT)
- Trish Varao-Sousa (Evaluation and Research Consultant, CTLT)
- Alison Myers (Research Analyst, Learning Services)

We sincerely thank the students for their contributions to the enhancement of teaching and learning.